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This research examines the practicality of using microcomputers and heuristic search
techniques to handle scheduling problems. A program was developed using a hierarchical
approach to produce an Annual Training Schedule for Commander Patrol Wing Ten, which
includes the ready-alerts and six major inspections completed by each of the seven
squadrons prior to deployments. The scheduling process is broken into three major
phases: (a) Initialize the program database, (b) Determine the optimal month to schedule
each inspection, and (c) Determine the optimal sequence of days within the month to
schedule each inspection. The program is written in the language M-Prolog and runs on a
Motorola 68020-based workstation. Comparisons made between the manually produced
and the computer-generated schedules using data for two different years show that a
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Most assignments and operational commitments during a professional Naval Officer's
typical career require inordinate amounts of time separated from family and loved ones.
The preparation of this thesis ensured that the assignment to the Naval Postgraduate School
was not an exception for me. I wish to express my deepest and most sincere appreciation
to my wife, Sherry, and our three daughters for their special understanding and loving
support during the past nine months.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A . MILITARY PERSONNEL TURNOVER
Military organizations have a continuous flow of personnel coming in and going out.
Regardless of the fluctuating manning level, responsibilities must be kept and commitments
must be fulfilled by these organizations. Before leaving, the outgoing personnel do what
they can to pass along to those they leave behind the knowledge and techniques they have
discovered along the way . Those that are filling the shoes of the experienced must often
learn quickly and frequently while enduring the pressures from superiors to produce
immediate results.
Turnover files, job description notebooks, and even one-on-one pass-downs cannot
always prepare the newly assigned personnel for the decisions they must make. The more
complex a job or task becomes, the harder it is to learn competently in a short period of
time. Without the benefit of experience or time on the job the new personnel must rely
heavily on their past experiences and intelligence to solve the new problems. Many
decisions involve very complex situations with multitudes of details that are easily
overlooked or forgotten even by the experienced personnel. With the advent of the micro-
computer, assistance need not go with the transferred personnel. Programs that assist in
solving problems, that do not need to be retaught the complexities involved, and that will
not forget the miniscule details that are so easily overlooked during the rush to complete a
task must be made available.
Developing and maintaining the schedule of activities for assets is one example area in
which programs need to be developed. The emphasis of this thesis has been to design a
system to be used on a microcomputer by the training officer at Patrol Wing Ten, Moffett
Field, California (CPW-10) to produce a yearly schedule of the at-home inspections
required of the seven squadrons stationed there.
B . SELECTED SCHEDULING PROBLEM
Scheduling problems have qualities that are generic and yet there invariably are
variables and exceptions that make each a unique problem. This prevents a generic solution
to the problems of scheduling. Scheduling the training of the seven Moffett squadrons
involves managing not only the squadrons, but also the inspection teams. Time constraints
are added externally and internally. Operational commitments must be allowed for.
Inspection team availability must be considered. Qualification time limits cannot be
exceeded
The training officer is computationally overwhelmed when attempting to optimize such
a schedule. There are simply too many possibilities for any one person to consider them
all. Even microcomputers become over-taxed with the combinatorial problem that arises
when attempting to find the best way to schedule six different activities for seven different
squadrons over a twelve-month period.
In order to solve the combinatorial problems, this thesis has approached scheduling in
a hierarchical manner. Heuristics are used to select the month that each inspection should
ideally take place. Conflicts that occur between inspections with the same ideal month are
resolved by finding a new month to hold one of the inspections within a three month
window either side of its ideal month. Once a month is selected for all of the inspections
that are to be scheduled, the optimum trialperiod for each event within its particular month
can be found. The original combinatorial problem is thus greatly reduced, allowing the
overall scheduling process to be done quicker and using less space.
C. DESCRIPTION OF REMAINING CHAPTERS
Background information on general scheduling algorithms is discussed in chapter II.
In chapter III the details of the scheduling problem selected for this thesis are amplified.
The rules used by the Training Officer to manually compute the yearly schedule will be
explained. The algorithms used in the past to solve the CPW-10 training schedule problem
are also outlined in chapter III along with the approach taken by LCDR David Hutson to
computerize this scheduling.
The approach this thesis undertook to solve the CPW-10 training schedule problem is
explained in chapter IV. A comparison of the improvements it made over previous
techniques and the details of the M-Prolog code that was developed in this thesis are
examined in chapter IV. The results achieved during this thesis are covered in chapter V.
Recommendations and a summary of this thesis can be found in chapter VI.
Appendix A holds the actual source code for this program. Appendix B contains a




Scheduling is something people do to organize the way they intend to use the
resources at their disposal to achieve their goals. More specifically, it is the ordering of the
steps necessary to achieve goals, considering the start and/or finish times of the steps. The
similarities of these two terms causes them to commonly be used synonymously. In many
situations if a person determines the sequence of events the schedule will automatically fall
into place. This occurs in situations where the events begin at a particular spot during the
period selected for it, such as the earliest time or the latest time possible. However,
sequencing does not take into account the idle time between events and scheduling
does.[Ref. 1, p.9]
Though scheduling has been practiced for centuries, it was not formalized until the
early 1900's. The Gnatt chart, developed by Henry L. Gnatt, used in production
scheduling during World War I became a standard tool for schedulers. [Ref. 2] This
technique's simplicity and graphical appeal are the reasons it is still commonly used today.
During the late 1950's with the advent of the electronic computer, new scheduling
techniques emerged. Two significant network-based models that were developed during
that period were the Critical Path Method (CPM) and the Performance Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT) [Ref. 2]. These two methods fall in the category of project
scheduling, planning of activities that must be given a precedence with or without resource
constraints. PERT in general finds the schedule that sets the start and finish times resulting
in the minimum project time. CPM finds a schedule having the lowest cost during a
specified time. Both of these methods used techniques based on the solutions of theoretical
problems such as the shortest-route problem, the critical path problem, or the flow
problem on a network. [Ref. 3, pp. 48-50]
B . AI TECHNIQUES
A scheduling problem that is solved using CPM can be translated into a heuristic
search. Accomplishing a task or a machine completing its work becomes a transition from
one state to another. A state is a group of events that have been scheduled. Each state will
have costs associated with the arrangement of the events within it. For very simple
problems every possible combination of transitions can be determined, to yield all the
schedules possible, and to then select the one with the least cost as the solution.
But in most "real-world" scheduling, the size of the combinatorial problem is too large
to be accomplished in a reasonable amount of time. Artificial-intelligence search techniques
such as A*, hill-climbing, and simulated annealing have been used to solve scheduling
problems. These methods use heuristics to guide the search to an optimum solution and
avoid the combinatorial problem.
The A* search technique uses an agenda of states from which it repeatedly chooses the
one with the best evaluation and total cost sum to work with. It then finds all the possible
new states, or successors, which can be reached from the selected best-state using a single
transition. Each of these successors, together with their evaluation and total cost, is added
to the agenda. This process repeats until a state selected from the agenda is the goal.
The agenda maintained in the A* search can grow very large, consuming considerable
amounts of computer memory. For this reason the no-path search is sometimes a preferred
search algorithm. This method is a modification to the A* search, developed by Prof.
Rowe [Ref. 4]. This algorithm varies from the A* by not storing state sequences used to
reach agenda states, and pruning the agenda after each cycle. A "k-factor" can be set to
determine how much of the agenda will be pruned. Only items whose evaluations are a k
less than the best-state's evaluation are maintained on the agenda. This can sometimes
prevent finding the absolute optimum path, but a large agenda can be prevented.
The hill-climbing search is a depth-first search that uses an evaluation function. With
this search no agenda at all is maintained. This method does not allow backtracking to try
alternate routes and will only work in situations for which the goal is guaranteed reachable
from any of the possible routes selected.
Simulated annealing is like hill-climbing but uses stochastic processes to help choose
from the agenda. In a scheduling situation the process starts with an initial schedule.
Events are then randomly repositioned. The result is evaluated after each repositioning.
The process continues until the resulting schedule cost reaches an asymptote. This method
does not guarantee the absolute optimized schedule but has been found effective finding
improved schedules and can minimize the combinatorial problem [Ref. 5,6].
III. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION
Of the information used in developing this program not taken from [Ref. 7], most was
gathered during interviews with the officers in the CPW-10 Training Department [Ref.
8,9,10]. The author was also able to draw on his own experience gained during prior
operational tours at both the squadron and wing levels.
A. SQUADRON CYCLE
The CPW-10 Training Officer is responsible for the training of the seven Patrol
Squadrons permanently stationed at Naval Air Station Moffett Field, California. Of the
seven squadrons, two are on operational deployments any given time. The emphasis of the
training schedule is to prepare the at-home squadrons to be ready for deployment. The
normal cycle for the squadrons is twelve months at-home and six months on deployments.
This can be changed at any time but is a general rule.
During the at-home period the squadrons are given a thirty day period immediately
following the return from deployment called the Post-deployment Safety Stand-down
period. This period is given to the squadron to basically regroup after the stresses brought
upon by operational deployments. The training officer avoids scheduling any events for a
squadron during its Safety Stand-down period.
Ready-alert periods are another time interval in which the training officer avoids
scheduling any events for the squadrons. The ready-alert periods are very similar to a
deployment period. The major difference is that the squadron remains at-home. The
ready-alert periods are also normally only a month in duration. On some occasions it is
necessary to extend a ready-alert period to one and a half months. During a ready-alert
period a squadron must be prepared to assume any operational tasking that might arise.
Operational tasking would take priority over and would prevent the completion of any
inspection. The possibility of conflicts with operational commitments makes the ready-
alert periods undesirable for scheduling of other activities.
Another at-home period that is maintained free from training or operational tasking is
the forty-five-day period immediately preceding the date a squadron commences a
deployment This period is normally left open to provide the squadron with a relative quiet
period for leave and to make the final preparations for moving to the deployment site. This
also allows for an extra period in case a squadron must make up any of the training
evolutions that must be accomplished prior to deployment.
B. TRAINING EVENT DESCRIPTION
There are seven primary inspections a squadron must pass prior to a deployment. The
training officer is responsible for scheduling these inspections for the squadrons assigned
to his wing 1 . For some of the inspections, the order in which they occur relative to other
inspections is important, while others may be held anytime. The seven inspections are:
1 . NTPI
The Nuclear Training Proficiency Inspection (NTPI) is conducted by a team of
inspectors from Commander Nuclear Weapons Training Group Pacific, San Diego,
California. It is a records and procedure inspection requiring two uninterrupted working
days.
2. Pre-NTPI
The Nuclear Training Proficiency Pre-Inspection (Pre-NTPI) is conducted by
personnel from within CPW-10. Its purpose is to ensure the squadron is ready for the
NTPI and must be conducted prior to it
3. CTPI
The Conventional Weapons Technical Proficiency Inspection (CTPI) is
conducted by a team from Commander Patrol Wings Pacific, Moffett Field, California
(CPWP). In the past this was scheduled approximately three weeks prior to the MRCI.
Due to a recent change in policy at CPWP, the CTPI is given with relatively short notice.
This prevents scheduling this inspection along with the other inspections.
]There are four active-duty U.S. Navy land-based patrol air wings. Each have five to
seven active duty fixed-wing patrol (VP) squadrons subordinate to them.
4 . MRCI
The Mining Readiness Certification Inspection (MRCI) is conducted by an
inspection team from the Commanding Officer, Mine Warfare Inspection Group,
Charleston, South Carolina. This is a four-working-day-inspection.
5 . Pre-MRCI
The Mining Readiness Certification Pre-Inspection (Pre-MRCI) was normally
accomplished during the same period as the CTPI. It now takes place approximately three
weeks prior to the MRCI. The purpose of this inspection is to ensure the squadron is
adequately prepared for the MRCI. Like the Pre-NTPI it is conducted by CPW-10
personnel.
6. CI
The Command Inspection (CI) is an administrative inspection that is performed
as the final test that the squadron is ready to go on deployment. This is a one-day
inspection performed by CPW-10 personnel as close to and not less than 45 days prior to
the deployment start date as possible.
7. NATOPS Inspection
The Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS)
inspection is an aircrew proficiency examination that ensures the squadron's aircrew
personnel are knowledgeable of the correct procedures to operate the aircraft safely. This
inspection involves written exams for all the aircrew positions in the P-3 Orion aircraft, as
well as flight examinations given to three of the flight crews. Ten working days are allowed
on the schedule to ensure adequate time to accomplish all the evolutions required for this
inspection.
C. THE PROBLEM
Traditional scheduling problems have dealt primarily with activities that are consumers
of a given amount of time. The problem has been to optimize the order or placement of the
time activities to maximize the efficiency of the total allocated time. Or in other words, find
the sequence of events such that there is the least amount of wasted time and the overall
output is at a maximum.
The problem faced by the CPW-10 Training Officer is different in that he is not
concerned with rninimizing the time between events. Actually his intention is to optimize
the gap between events such that there is not too much or too little time between events.
An additional subtlety is that conflict arises because the scheduler must not only take
into consideration the gaps between events for a specific squadron, but must also consider
the interval at which the inspection team is being scheduled.
D. PRIOR APPROACHES
The manual algorithm for arriving at the CPW-10 training schedule has been
developed over the years and is informally maintained by the training officers in what is
referred to as the Training Officer's turnover notebook. The following algorithm is what
has been used in the past and is currently being used by the training officer at CPW-10 to
manually develop the yearly training plan [Ref. 7].
1
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Fill in the deployment periods for each squadron. A deployment begins
and ends on the tenth of a month.
2. Compute the latest date each inspection can take place in accordance with
the periodicity requirements. Mark these on the schedule draft.
3 For each squadron, annotate the draft with the following periods:
a. Its ORE vulnerability period.
b. Its time between 45 days prior to its deployment and the deployment.
c. Its post-deployment safety stand-down.
4. Assign the ready-alerts.
a. The ready- alert periods do not overlap. They begin on either the first
or the sixteenth of a month, depending upon whether they are to be a
30-day or 45-day period. 30-day periods are the ideal.
b. Determine which squadron has the ready-alert the last month of the
current planning year. This is the starting point for future ready-
alerts.
c. When selecting a ready- alert do not consider any squadron that:
(1) Held the ready-alert the month prior to the month being
scheduled.
(2) Is on deployment.
(3) Is in its post-deployment safety stand-down.
(4) Is in the ORE vulnerability period.
(5) Is in the period 45 days prior to the deployment.
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d. If more than one squadron remains from part c, select one that has
not yet been scheduled for a ready-alert during its current at-home
period.
e. If no squadron is available for part d, temporarily skip to the next
month and select a squadron in accordance with parts c and d. Then
split the skipped month between the previous ready-alert and the
selected ready-alert squadron. This will assign the ready-alert to two
squadrons over a three-month period.
f . Consider the following as the preferred order to select from available
squadrons:
(1) Those in third month or later following post-deployment safety
stand-down.
(2) Those in second full month or later after the post-deployment
safety stand-down.
(3) Those in first month of ORE vulnerability period.
g. Continue steps c through f until every month has some squadron
assigned to a ready-alert
5
.
Schedule the NTPI for each squadron (as required):
a. The date must be after the safety stand-down and not during any read
alert.
b . Prefer the latest date possible.
c. There must be prior time for the pre-NTPI.
d. Ensure that no major holiday interrupts the pre-NTPI /NTPI block.
6. Schedule each pre-NTPI. The date must fall after the safety stand-down.
7. Using the due dates marked on the draft, schedule the rest of the activities.
None should be during a ready-alert and all should be after the post-
deployment safety stand-down.
a. The NATOPS evaluation should be as early as practical.
b. The pre-MRCI should be as early in the ORE vulnerability period as
practical.
c. The MRCI should be no earlier than two weeks after the pre-MRCI,
with same restriction as the pre-NTPI/NTPI.
d. The CI should be on the last working day of the ORE vulnerability
period.
8. Make necessary adjustments to optimize the overall schedule and the
resources with which it is built.
The final step leaves a great deal of work for the training officer to accomplish. To
optimize the schedule requires making judgements on issues that are not always clearly
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objective. It is also requires juggling the events in the schedule to make all the events fit.
This leaves room for mistakes and, without a clear idea of which is more optimal of two
given situations, can lead to inconsistencies in the final schedule. It is at this stage that the
experienced scheduler will have a distinct advantage over a newly-assigned individual.
In LCDR Hutson's prototype three separate searches are used to complete the
schedule. The first search schedules the ready-alerts. The second search schedules the
events that do not occur during the ORE vulnerability period. The third search schedules
the events that are during the ORE vulnerability period. With the correct k-factor for the
final two searches, this prototype will arrive at a much improved schedule compared to the
manually derived schedule. Finding the right k-factor, however, is a matter of trial and
error, and the program can then take several days to run. It was also discovered that when
converted to M-Prolog, Hutson's program required too much space to run on the computer




The program written as part of this thesis was done on an ISI Optimum V
Workstation 1 running the UNIX2 operating system. The language used is M-Prolog
because there are both interpreted and compiled versions to run on both the ISIs and IBM-
PC 3 compatible machines such as the Zenith-2484 now common to most military
commands. The ISI workstation has the Motorola 68020, 16.67Mhz-chip as its processor.
B . OVERVIEW OF THE NEW APPROACH
In this thesis the scheduling problem was broken down into three separate stages with
the intention of greatly improving on the time required by LCDR Hutson's prototype to
produce a final schedule. In the first stage the initial database required to build the schedule
is established. The second stage divides the year that is to be scheduled into months and
determines which month is best for each event to occur in. The third and final stage then
optimizes the schedule by determining the best days for each event.
1 . New Algorithm
The new algorithm used in this thesis's program is broken into three stages.
During each stage a search is conducted.
a. Stage I algorithm
(1) Read the datafile DATABASE.pro and assert its contents as
facts in the program's database. The following facts may or
may not be contained in the datafile:
(a) Start and finish dates for the schedule
1
"Optimum V Workstation" is a registered trademark of Integrated Solutions
Incorporate.
2"UNIX" is a registered trademark of ATT.
3 "IBM-PC" is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines
Corporation of Armonk, N.Y., U.S.A.
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(d) Earmark (or Drop-Dead) dates
(e) Ready-alert schedule
(2) If the start-date, finish-date, prior-event-dates or deployment
data were not read in from the datafile, then query the user to
get the information.
(3) If the earmark dates were not read in, either query the user or
compute them. Use the prior-event dates to compute the
earmark dates based on the known qualification durations 1 .
The durations are listed in Figure 4.1 [Ref. 8].





Figure 4.1 Event Qualification Lengths
(4)
(5)
If the ready-alert dates were not read-in, either have the user
input them or use a nopath search to determine the optimum
arrangement for them. The program used in LCDR Hutson's
prototype was used here, modified by adding successor rules to
permit scheduling up to three ready alerts per squadron, instead
of only two. [Ref. 7].
At the completion of Stage I the program database contains all
the facts mention in part (1) above.
b . Stage II algorithm
(1) Generate the first_pick_months for each event required to
occur during the schedule year, using the table shown in Figure
4.2.
1A qualification duration begins when a squadron successfully completes the
inspection for the qualification. The squadron is required to successfully complete the
inspection again prior to the end of the qualification duration.
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Inspection Best Month for Initial Schedule 1
pre-NTPI 1 month prior to NTPI
NTPI months prior to Earmark date
Pre-MRCI 4 months prior to Deployment start
MRCI 3 months prior to Deployment start
CI 45 days prior to Deployment start
NATOPS 2 months after Deployment finish
Figure 4.2 Event Optimal Month Computation
(2) Using a nopath search, determine the actual months by
repeatedly choosing the best schedule and resolving a conflict
within that schedule. Resolve a conflict by selecting an event
which has a conflict and change its month to vary from its
first_pick_month by moving it (in order of preference): (1)
one month prior, (2) one month later, (3) two months prior, (4)
two months later, (5) three months prior, (6) three months later.
The new placement cannot conflict with anything else in the
schedule. If the selected event cannot be rescheduled without a
conflict, then select the next event with a conflict and resolve its
conflict. Continue until a schedule results having no conflicts
or a minimum number of conflicts. The schedules are evaluated
by summing the number of conflicts it contains and the total of
its costs as determined using the table shown in Figure 4.4.
The best schedule is the one having the lowest evaluation.
(3) The result of Stage n is a month-schedule for the period to be
scheduled.
c . Stage III algorithm
(1) Taking the events of the Stage II schedule in chronological
order, without back tracking, find the trialperiod (sequence of
days) for each event during its month that results in a day-
schedule with the least total cost (a hill-climbing search).
!The best month for the initial schedule was determined by studying the actual
schedules used during fiscal years 1986 and 1989.
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C. MODULE DESCRIPTION
The program was written using the ten modules shown in Figure 4.3. Each of the ten
modules is pretranslated (a form of compilation) into separate binary files which are then
consolidated into a single binary file that can be run using the M-Prolog interpreter. To run
the program in the compiled mode, each module is compiled separately and then














Figure 4.3 Program Module Block Diagram
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1. Vpscheduler module
The vpscheduler module contains the top level predicate go which is used to call
all the other routines in the program. Within this module are routines written by LCDR
Hutson for computing and displaying the individual process times as the program runs. It
calls the routines to initialize the database, conduct the Stage II search, do the final search,
and print the schedule to a file.
2. Vpinterface module
This module contains the routines necessary to initialize the program database.
The initialization procedure begins by asking the user if the database file has been updated.
If the database file has not been updated, the user is queried for the information necessary
to build it.
The database file, DATABASE.pro, is a text file. Each line in the file can easily
be read from the file and asserted as a fact in the program database. A sample datafile is
shown in Appendix B. Most of the information in this file is stored in the date format 1 to
make reading and changing the datafile simpler. An exception to this is the trialperiod2
information which uses the daynumber format.
If the datafile does not contain all the information required to start Stage II, the
interface module will build the datafile. Some of the information must be input by the user,
and some of it can be computed. The yearbegindates, and yearenddates, priorevent-
dates, and deployment data (prerequisite facts) must all be contained in the datafile or the
user will be queried for the information and the interface module will write it into the
datafile.
Following this, all the information contained in the datafile is asserted into the
program database as facts. If the datafile did not contain earmark facts, then these will be
computed using the prior event dates. The program does not take into account that some
!The date format is a Prolog list containing the day, the common three-letter
abbreviation for the month (using lower-case letters only), and the year. Example: 5
February 1989 in the date format is [5,feb,1989].
2A trialperiod is the sequence of days during which an event may occur. A trialperiod
is defined by its start daynumber through its finish daynumber.
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squadrons may have been given extensions on some of the inspections, delaying the actual
earmark date; then the user should put the correct earmark dates in the datafile.
3. Vpreadysearch module
This module is used when the user wants the computer to determine the ready-
alert schedule. This is a M-Prolog version of the ready-alert search done by LCDR
Hutson, enhanced to schedule up to three ready-alerts periods per squadron. Routines have
also been added to convert the readyevents that contain daynumbers 1 as start and finish
dates into ready_month facts that contain the month numbers as the start and finish dates,
which are used in the Stage II search.
4 . Vpgenerator module
The vpgenerator module is called to compute the trialperiods if the datafile
does not contain them. The final step in initializing the database is to obtain the ready-alert
schedule. If the datafile does not contain ready-alert facts, the user has the option of
entering the ready-alert events or having the program compute them using the
vpreadysearch module.This is an M-Prolog version of the generator module written by
LCDR Hutson [Ref. 7]. It produces the trialperiods available during a given year for each
of the different inspections.
5 . Vpmonthsearch module
Within this module the Stage II search is conducted. The module begins by
finding the first_pick_months2 for each event that should be scheduled during the year.
These assignments form the initial schedule which is passed to a nopath search (see section
II.B) which finds the schedule with the least number of conflicts. The total cost of a
schedule depends on the number of conflicts it contains and the the amount you must move
events from their first_pick_month in order to deconflict it with other events. The table in
Figure 4.4 shows the cost of moving an event out of its first_pick_month.
!The daynumber is the integer representation of a date, equal to the number of days
that have occurred between 1 January 1600 and the date being represented.
2For each inspection and squadron a first_pick_month can be calculated by using the
table shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.4 Cost to Deviate from the First_pick_month
6 . Vpfirstpick module
This module is called by the vpmonthsearch module to determine which
events need to be scheduled during the given year and which month is the preferred or
first_pick_month for those events. The first_pick_months are computed using the
information in Figure 4.2.
7 . Vpfinalsearch module
The final schedule is generated in this module using the ready-alert schedule
from Stage I and the month schedule from Stage n. The ready-alert schedule is input as the
starting state of a modified hill-climbing search. The search always selects the
chronologically earliest unscheduled event from the month schedule. The trialperiods are
sequentially tried as possibilities for that selected event. For each, the cost of the schedule
including this new event is computed. The cost is then compared with the prior cost
computed for a schedule with the same event using the last (an earlier) trialperiod. If the
new cost is less than the prior cost, then the new schedule is added to the agenda and the
subsequent trialperiod is check for the same event.
The process for selecting the trialperiod for a particular event is concluded when
there are no more trialperiods to test or the new cost is greater than the previous cost. The
latter condition is due to the convexity of the cost function (see section E). This implies a
modified hill-climbing search significantly reduces the search time. The final schedule is
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complete when there are no events on the month schedule that have not been added to the
final schedule.
8. Vputilities module
This module contains numerous miscellaneous predicates used for list
manipulation. Most of this module was provided by Prof. Rowe [Ref. 4].
9. Vpsched writer module
This module contains the routines used to print a list of events in columnar form.
It converts the daynumbers or monthnumbers into common abbreviated dates. Event codes
are changed to the more commonly used abbreviations.
10. Vpcalendar module
This is an M-Prolog version of the calendar module written by LCDR Hutson
[Ref. 7]. It was enhanced to provide the correct conversion for both date to daynumber
and daynumber to date during all years including leap years.
D. DATA STRUCTURES
The majority of the data structures were unchanged from LCDR Hutson's prototype
[Ref. 7]. The structures use event codes extensively. The meanings of the event codes are
given in Figure 4.5. Some of the structures involving dates use the integer value
(daynumber) while others use a Prolog list format such as [1, jan, 1986] for the date
January 1, 1986. Because this thesis is additionally concerned with dates in a monthly
increment, a unique integer value (monthnumber) is used. Whenever a data structure
specifies the need for a date, it is expecting the list format. The daynumber or
















Figure 4 .5 Event Symbol Definitions
Most of the structures that involve an event are facts in the program database. These
facts have a predicate name defining what type of event it is and either three or four
arguments. The first argument is the squadron. The second argument is the symbol for the
inspection or event. The third and fourth arguments are daynumbers or dates. An example
is:
priorevent(vpl9,trla, 140963, 140994).
This is a fact that occurred prior to the start of the period being scheduled. The
squadron ,VP- 19, had its first ready-alert starting on the date associated with the daynumber
140963 and ending on the date associated with daynumber 140994.
The following are similar structures that were carried over from LCDR Hutson's
prototype [Ref. 7]:
prerequisite(<squadron>, <event code>, <start daynumber>, <finish
daynumber>)




trialperiod(<event code>, <start daynumber>, <finish daynumber>)
readyevent(<squadron>, <event code>, <start daynumber>, <finish
daynumber>)
The following new structures were created for this thesis:
ready_month(<squadron>, <monthnumber>)
ready_half_month(<squadron>, <monthnumber>)
prioreventdate(<squadron>,<event code>, <start date>, <fmish
date>)
prerequisitedate(<squadron>,<event code>, <start date>, <finish
date>)
During stage in an indexing scheme is used in the data structures for the search. Each
state or list of events that make a schedule is given a unique integer value. Rather than
passing the list of events from rule to rule during the search, only the index is passed. The
indexing is used to associate the squadrons costs and the team events costs to the particular
state.
E. COST FUNCTIONS
In this thesis three cost functions were developed. The optimum interval between a
pre-inspection and the actual inspection is three weeks, not one month [Ref. 10]. It is also
less critical for an inspection team to be scheduled every thirty days than it is for a
squadron. The three cost functions, therefore are broken into the cases for:
(a) squadron related-events cost
(b) squadron unrelated-events cost
(c) team cost.
Prof. Rowe assisted in the development of the polynomial functions used in the three
cost functions. Each has a single minimum value of 1 .0. The major differences among the
functions are the values at which the minimum occurs and the rate of increase for delay
periods greater than where the minimum occurs. In each case, the cost of a delay that is C
less than the optimum value is greater than the cost for a delay amount C greater than the
optimum value. The squadron cost for delays greater than 180 days is made zero because
deployments are normally six months in duration. There should not be a cost associated
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with the delay measured between the last event preceding a deployment and the first event
following it.
The squadron related-events cost formulas given in Figure 4.6 were developed to
have a minimum cost occur at a delay of twenty-one days, a cost value of one hundred at a
delay of zero days, and a cost of ten at a delay of forty-two days.
Delay (D) Cost Formula
<21 Cost = 100 - 243 * (D/21) + 189 * (D/21)A2 - 45 * (0/21^3
>=21 Cost = 10 - 6/7 * D + 1/49 * DA2
>180 Cost =
Figure 4.6 Squadron Related-events Cost Formulas
The squadron unrelated-events cost formulas given in Figure 4.7 were developed to
have a minimum cost occur at a delay of thirty days, a cost value of one hundred at a delay
of zero days, and a cost of ten at a delay of sixty days.
Delay (D) Cost Formula
<30 Cost = 100 - 243 * (D/30) + 189 * (D/30)A2 - 45 * (D/30)A3
>=30 Cost = 10 - 0.6 * D + 0.01 * DA2
>180 Cost =
Figure 4.7 Squadron Unrelated-events Cost Formulas
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The team-event cost formulas, given in Figure 4.8, were developed to have a
minimum cost occur at a delay of thirty days, a cost value of one hundred at a delay of zero




<51 Cost = 100 - 247.25 * (D/30) + 197.5 * (D/30) A2 - 49.25 * (D/30)A3
>=51 Cost = 8.52 + l/(50/D)A2
Figure 4.8 Team-events Cost Formulas
Each of the three cost have an identical evaluation function, the number of unscheduled
events, which is used to determine when the search has reached its goal.
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V. PROGRAM RESULTS
A . TEST DATA
The data collected and reported in [Ref. 7] was used for comparing the results of
LCDR Hutson's program [Ref. 7], the manual schedule, and this program. This data was
used to create the CPW-10 Training schedule containing upto six events for each of the
seven squadrons during fiscal year 1986. In order to more thoroughly test this program,
additional data was collected from the CPW-10 Training office personnel [Ref. 8,9,10],
covering the fiscal year 1989. A working version of LCDR Hutson's prototype was not
available to allow further comparisons using the new data.
B . STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
When all the program was consolidated into a single binary module that runs using the
M-Prolog interpreter, it required 124928 bytes of storage. The consolidated compiled
program program required 167936 bytes of storage. Depending on the year being
scheduled, the main stack size varied from 3496 using 1986 data to only 2827 using 1989
data. Likewise the statement table varied from 74967 to 63340, using 1986 and 1989 data
respectively.
C . STAGE I TIMES
The cpu time required to run Stage I of the program is dependent upon the amount of
information that is preloaded into the datafile. When the user knows the ready-alert
schedule, the earmark dates, and the priorevent dates, and the trialperiod information has all
been computed from prior runs, then Stage I is a matter of the program reading the
information from the datafile and asserting it into the program database as Prolog facts,
plus adding readymonth facts. When done this way, Stage I required approximately 24 to
28 cpu seconds.
If the datafile contains the minimal information of only the priorevents and the
deployment-related dates, then Stage I required 140 to 182 cpu seconds to complete. The
process of computing the trialperiods for the schedule year, asserting them as facts in the
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program database and writing them to the database file required an average of 0.165 cpu
seconds per trialperiod. The time required to compute the earmark dates, assert them as
facts in the database, and write them to the database file was approximately 2 to 3 cpu
seconds. For the computer to calculate the earmark dates, the datafile must contain all the
priorevents completed, not just those completed since the squadrons' last deployment.
The final step of Stage I, the search for the ready-alert schedule varied a great deal
depending on the year. The average time for 1986 was 6 cpu seconds, and for 1989, 27
cpu seconds.
The diagram in Figure 5.1 shows the total times required for Stage I depending on the
datafile content The time required to produce a schedule varies depending on the year and
the number of events to be scheduled. Every fiscal year will not have the same number of
trialperiods available due to the placement of holidays which must be scheduled around.
Depending on the deployment cycles, the number of inspections required during different


















YES YES YES YES YES 24.08 27.18
YES YES YES YES NO 27.74 51.28
YES YES YES NO NO 143.74 171.66
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was pre-loaded into the datafile
Figure 5.1 Stage I Times
D. STAGE II TIMES
The times for Stage II were dependent on the number of conflicts existing in the initial
schedule made from the first_pick_month. We also show the number of conflicts that
could not be resolved by attempting to reschedule conflicting events within three months
either side of their first_pick_month. Below is a diagram showing the times for Stage II
















1986 31 6 220.0 7.10
1989 22 6 48.0 2.18
time - is in cpu seconds
Figure 5.2 Stage II Times
E. STAGE III TIMES
The final search (Stage III) was the largest consumer of time. Two techniques
discovered useful to reduce the time for Stage III were indexing the cost and determining
when the minimum cost was reached. When the scheduler program was run with Stage III
doing a normal hill-climbing search, the time for Stage HI was 1408 cpu seconds for the
1986 schedule and 712 cpu seconds for the 1989 schedule.
Finding the minimum cost for adding a new successor was possible because the
trialperiods for events being added were generated sequentially beginning at the first period
of the month, and because the events were added to the schedule beginning with those in
the schedule-start-month chronologically progressing through the year. Since all cost
functions used are convex, the minimum cost is when the total cost is no longer decreasing.
When the hill-climbing search was so modified, the Stage III time was reduced to 840 cpu
seconds for the 1986 and to 493 cpu seconds for the 1989 schedules.
Using a hill-climbing search, each time a new successor is added to the current
schedule, the cost of the new schedule must be found. The function to compute the cost of
a schedule is done in two parts, the squadron cost and the inspection team cost, as
explained in Hutson's thesis [Ref. 7]. Without indexing all the individual squadron-costs
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and all the team-costs are recomputed for each new schedule. With indexing only the
squadron-cost for the new event's squadron and the team-cost of the inspection team
associated with the new event is recomputed The remaining costs, referenced by indexes,
are brought forward from the previous schedule and must only be added to arrive at the
new total cost. With the costs indexed, so that only the new cost for the specific squadron
and the new cost for the specific inspection being added to the schedule were computed as
each new successor was added, the time for Stage III was further reduced to 308 cpu
seconds for 1986 and to 196 cpu seconds for 1989.
Time Time Time
FY Using Using Reduction Using Reduction
Original Min Cost Min Cost
Search Search & Indexing
1986 1408 840 40% 308 78%
1989 712 494 31% 196 72%
Figure 5.3 Summary of Stage in Time Improvements
F. SCHEDULE GENERAL QUALITY
Though the schedules produced using this program have not achieved the absolute
optimized results, the trade-off of reduced computation time for optimization is more than
favorable. The average number of days between events for a squadron for the 1986
schedule is 21.85 days. The average number of days between events for an inspection
team is 61.32. Five days is the smallest delay between two consecutive events for a single
squadron. Three days is the smallest delay between two consecutive events for an
inspection team. The schedules for both 1986 and 1989 are reasonable.
G . IMPROVEMENTS MADE OVER LCDR HUTSON'S PROGRAM
The objective of this thesis's approach to the scheduling problem was to reduce the
search space to enable the searches for the optimum schedule to be completed in a shorter
period of time on a less capable computer system. Comparing the total of 22534 cpu
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seconds required to produce the 1986 schedule using LCDR Hutson's program and only
555 cpu seconds using this thesis's program, it is obvious we did achieve the objective.
The idea of starting with first_pick_months in Stage II came from studying the manual
algorithm and prior training schedules that were developed using it. Prior schedules
showed there is a high correlation to the order of the events for a squadron and its
deployment cycle. By rescheduling events in conflict, the result of Stage II is a schedule
with a better spread of the events.
The search in Stage m is a hill-climbing search and is the principle reason for the
overall speed increase over the Hutson prototype. Since the ready-alert schedule is the start
state for this search, the decision of where a new event will best fit into the schedule will
take into consideration the prior-events and any ready-alert for the same squadron. This
causes the program to position events closer to the center of a month if the squadron has
ready-alerts the month prior and the month following.
The interface module provides improvements to LCDR Hutson's program by allowing
flexibility in the initial database set-up. The user can have the computer determine the
ready-alerts or manually input the schedule. Once the program has run on a given schedule
year, the database file will contain trialperiods which can be read into the program during
future runs on the same schedule year, avoiding the time-consuming process of
recomputing these trialperiods.
The information in the Database.pro file is self-explanatory and can be modified
directly by anyone familiar with using a text editor program. Because the initial data is read
in from the Database.pro file, making improvements to the user interface is easy. Any
interface can be used that will produce the Database.pro file in the same format. An
example would be to use a HyperCard 1 program to build the file.




This thesis has demonstrated that a microcomputer does have the power to perform the
computations necessary to produce a schedule much quicker than can be done by hand.
The schedule produced using this thesis's program is also more optimal than the manual
schedule. It was not quite able to achieve the same degree of optimization achieved by the
Hutson prototype, but was much faster. The degree of optimization achieved is illustrated
in Figure 6.1, which shows the total costs calculated using the same cost function on the
1986 schedules produced using the manual method, the Hutson prototype, and this thesis's
method.




Figure 6.1 Total Cost for 1986 Schedule
This thesis also shows the significant time savings of indexing the cost in each state of
the hill-climbing search over computing all the cost each time a new successor is found.
But if simpler cost functions are used this technique might not result in a significant savings
of time.
This program is ready for use at CPW-10, once the code is converted to run on IBM-
compatible computers. Changing the squadron names that have been hardcoded into the
program is all that is necessary to make the program adaptable for the other three Patrol
Wings.
The user interface with this program can use a great deal of improvement. Any
interface that provides a way of updating the database file could be used. An interface that
could quickly and easily change the database file would greatly enhance this program. The
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results of the program are currently hardcoded to be written to the file SCHEDULE.pro.
An interface that allows the user to change the output file would also be helpful.
This thesis did not research the cost function used in the Stage HI search. Thirty days
between events may not actually be the ideal. This is an area for further thesis work.
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APPENDIX A - PROGRAM SOURCE CODE
VPSCHEDULER MODULE
This is the module that initiates the scheduling program
module main.




endmod /* main */ .
module vpscheduler.
export ( go /0, successor_counter /0, give_count 12, processtime 12, display_statistics /0).
import ( generate_first_pick / 0,generate_final_schedule / 3, search 1 / 1, ready_month 12,
search2 /l, union / 3, append /3, create_datafile / 0, read_datafile / 0,
convert_date_data / 0, complete_database / 1, nopathsearch/ 2, open / 2, tell / 2,
told / 1, database_conversion /0, get_trialperiods /0, sortevent 12, depthsearch /2,
prettyprint /l, myname /2, stars /0,state / 2, daynumber_to_date 12, yearend /l,





















processtime("completing the database (Stage I)",_),










processtime("generating final schedule (Stage ni)",_),








writeC'The Scheduler is now FINISHED.. ."),nl,
go:-
writefUNABLE TO DETERMINE SCHEDULE. VERIFY DATABASE INPUT
$AND TRY AGAIN. "),nl,!.

































write("==> Successors generated during "),write(Process),write(":"),
write(SSK),nl,
Average is Time/SSK,





Overall is X/(TSK* 1000),
write("Total successors = "),write(TSK),
write("and overall Average Processing Time = "),write(Overall),














FT is (X - OPT)/1000,
^Tite("The process for "),Nvrite(Process),






write("cpu time = "),write(X),write(" msec"),nl,
state(main_stack,[U,C]),
write("main stack used = "),write(U),nl,
state(statement_table,[U 1 ,C 1 ] ),












This module reads the database file DATABASE.pro and asserts the appropriate facts
into the program database.
module vpinterface
.
export (yearbegindate / 1, yearenddate / 1, create_datafile / 0, read_datafile / 0,
convert_date_data / 0, complete_database / 1 , earmark / 3, eventcode / 2,
eventnames / 1, squadronlist / 1, priorevent / 4, prerequisite / 4, earmark / 3,
eventcode / 2, teamevents / 1, yearbegin / 1, yearend / 1).
import (member / 2, myname / 2, search 1 / 1, datetodaynumber / 2,
daynumber_to_date / 2, trialperiod / 3, display_statistics / 0, month_to_number /3,
number_to_month /3,generate_trialperiods /0, build_ready_months / 1,






























writeC'THIS PROGRAM WILL READ INFORMATION FROM A DATA FILE
$NAMED "), nl,
write( M$"DATABASE.pro$" OR "),nl,
writeC'IT WILL ASK YOU TO TYPE-IN THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO "),
nl, writeC'BUILD A NEW DATA FILE NAMED $"DATABASE.pro$" ."), nl, nl,
writeC'PLEASE NOTE: BUILDING A NEW DATA FILE WILL DESTROY THE "),
nl, writeC'INFORMATION IN THE OLD DATA FILE"),nl,nl,nl,nl,nl.
handle_answer(ANS,ReadySched) :-
affum_answer(ANS),! . /* data file is current */
handle_answer(ANS,ReadySched) :-






writeC'CONTINUING WILL DESTROY THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF THE
$FILE"), nl,
write( ,,$"DATABASE.pro$"....ARE YOU SURE THAT YOU WANT TO
$CONTINUE ?"),















writeC'Enter the schedule START date -- (ex. 1 oct 1985)"),nl,
get_date(YSD,YSM,YSY),nl,nl,


















write("Enter the most recent finish dates for each of the"), nl,







write(" END DATE: (31 jul 1986)"),nl,
get_date(DAY2,M02,YR2),nl,




















writeC'ORE PERIOD START DATE: (ex. 01 jul 1986)"),nl,
get_date(DAYl,M01,YRl),nl,







writeC'Enter information for the SAFETY STAND-DOWN period PRIOR to"),nl,
write("the above ORE PERIOD"),nl,nl,
writeC'SAFETY STAND-DOWN PERIOD START DATE: (ex. 1 1 dec 1985)"),nl,
get_date(DAY 1,MO 1 ,YR 1 ),nl,






writeC'Enter information for the DEPLOYMENT period FOLLOWING "),nl,
write("the above ORE PERIOD "),nl,nl,
writeC'DEPLOYMENT PERIOD START DATE: (ex. 16 nov 1986)"),nl,
get_date(DAYl,M01,YRl),nl,
writeC'DEPLOYMENT PERIOD END DATE: (ex. 05 may 1987)"),nl,
get_date(DAY2,M02,YR2), nl,
write_data(PRED,CH,OUTFILENAME,SQ,dr 1,DAY 1,MO 1 ,YR 1 ,DAY2,M02,
YR2),
compute_ssd2(SQ,DAY2,M02,YR2,PRED,CH,OUTFILENAME),!.
/* Adds the safety standdown following the deployment */
compute_ssd2(SQ,DAY,MO,YR,PRED,CH,OUTFILENAME):-
datetodaynumber([DAY,MO,YR],DeploymentFDN),
SDN is DeploymentFDN + 1,
FDN is SDN + 30,
daynumber_to_date(SDN,[DAYl,M01,YRl]),
daynumber_to_date(FDN,[DAY2,M02,YR2]),












































write("Updating the earmark events. ..."),nl,
display_stati sties,
update_earmarks,
write("Finished updating the earmark events ..."),nl,
display_statistics,
delete_old_priorevents, /* deletes the priorevents before dsO */
write("Updating the trialperiod events.. .."),nl,
display_statistics,
update_trialperiods,
write("Finished updating the trialperiod events ..."),nl,
display_statistics,
write("Updating the readyalert events... ."),nl,
display_statistics.
update_readyalerts(READYLIST),




readyevent(SQ,EVT,SDN,FDN), /* the readyevents were in datafile */
newpage,
write("THE READY ALERT SCHEDULE CONTAINED IN THE DATA FILE"),nl,
write("IS NOW BEING READ INTO THE PROGRAM...."),nl,nl,
make_readylist(D,READYLIST),
build_ready_months(READYLIST),





write("Do you want the computer to determine the Ready Alert "),





affirm_answer(ANS), /* let the computer figure R/A sched */
search 1 (READYLIST).
process_ready_answer(ANS,READYLIST) :-














writeC'Enter the squadron - (ex. vp9) "),nl,


















writeC'Enter the START date -- (ex. 1 apr 1986)"),nl,
get_date(Dl,Ml,Yl),nl,
datetodaynumber(SDN,[D 1,M 1 ,Y 1 ]),




writeC'Enter the number of Ready Alerts this will make for this"),nl,
write(" squadron during this schedule year ~ "),nl,













convert_num( 1 ,tr 1 a).






















earmark(SQ,EVT,FDN). /* the earmarks are current */
update_earmarks :-
newpage,
















EMN is MN + Period,
number_to_month(EMO,EYR,EMN),!
.































































convertdate([D 1 ,D2,SP,M 1 ,M2,M3,SP,Y1 ,Y2,Y3,Y4],DAY,MO,YR) :-
myname(DAYS ,[D 1 ,D2]),
convert(DAYS,number,DAY),





















write("You MUST enter a 3 letter abbreviation (use lower case only)."),



















write("Enter the deployment database for each squadron based upon"),nl,









write("That was not a valid answer to the question..."),

















/* The following was taken from LCDR Hutson's database module. */
/* The yearend number was increased to account for the extra months at the end of */

































endmod /* module vpinterface */
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VPREADYSEARCH MODULE
This module determines the ready-alert schedule if it is not contained in the file
DATABASE.pro and the user wants the computer to compute the ready-alert schedule.
/* The original code for this module was written by Dave Hutson in C-Prolog. It */
/* has been converted to M-Prolog. Capability to schedule 3 readies per squadron */
/* has been added. */
module vpreadysearch.
export (search 1 / 1 , readyevent/4, build_ready_months / l,build_readyevents /l,
ready_month/2, ready_half_month / 2 ).
import (member /2, squadronlist /l, xbagof /3, union /3, max /2, processtime /2,
give_count /2, successor_counter /0, daynumber_to_date 12, month_to_number /3,













/* search 1 is the top level predicate to make ready assignments. */
search 1 (ReadyL): -
nl,write(" Scheduling the Ready Alerts.. .."),nl,
depthsearch([],ReadyL),!,
writefSEARCHl RESULTS :"),nl,
















/* successor 1 predicates are used in depthsearch to assign readies to squadrons. */






































































S > F2 + 28,
alternate_assignment2(Sq,S,F).
successor l([event(Sq2,E,Sl,Fl)IL],[event(Sq,trl a,S,F),event(Sq2,E,Sl,F2)IL]):




































/* The next two rules assign a squadron's second ready alert if needed.
successorl([event(Sq2,E,Sl,Fl)IL],[event(Sq,trlb,S,F),event(Sq2,E,Sl,F2)IL]):-


















/* Used by first three successorl rules. */
last_ready_of_previous_year(LastReadySquadron >NewStart):-






NewStart is MF + 1, !.







NewStart is F + l,daynumber_to_date(NewStart,X),!.
/* NewStart is first of month. */
readyF(NewStart,NewFinish):-
trialperiod(tr 1 ,NewStart,NewFinish), !
.




NewFinish < NewStart + 61,!.
/* Ready is no earlier than the third full month after deployment and */
/* ready is not during ORE vulnerability period. */
preferred_assignment(Sq,S,F):-
prerequisite(Sq,dsO,S2,F2),




/* Ready is at least one month after post deployment safety standdown, but before */
/* ORE vulnerability period. */
alternate_assignmentl(Sq,S,F):-
prerequisite(Sq,dsO,S2,F2),
S >= F2 + 28,
prerequisite(Sq,dv 1 ,S3,F3),
F<S3,L
/* Ready is no earlier than third full month after deployment and */
I* ready can be during first month of ORE vulnerability period. */
alternate_assignment2(Sq,S,F):-
prerequisite(Sq,dsO,S2,F2),
S >= F2 + 58,
prerequisite(Sq,dvl,S3,F3),
F<F3-58,!.
/* Ready is no earlier than third full month after deployment. */
alternate_assignment3(Sq,S,F):-
prerequisite(Sq,dsl ,S2,F2),
S >= F2 + 58.
/* Ready is at least one month after deployment. */
alternate_assignment4(Sq,S,F):-
prerequisite(Sq,dsl ,S2,F2),
S >= F2 .
/* Divides three months between two ready alerts. */
split_stan(01dStart,01dFinish,SplitStart,SplitFinish):-
X is OldFinish - OldStart,
X<=31,
SplitFinish is OldFinish + 15,







































(E = trla; E = trlb; E = trie),
yearend(YE),
F >= YE-90, /* yearend(X) has 90 days added for the trialperiods */
list_length([event(Sq,E,S,F)IL],X),
add_statement(totalreadies(X)) . /* to be used in goalreached2 */
endmod /* module x'preadysearch */.
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VPMONTHSEARCH MODULE
This module conducts the stage II search for a schedule with the least number of
conflicts, using the months that are as close to the first_pick_months as possible. This
module uses Prof. Rowe's modified A* program.
module vpmonthsearch.
export (nopathsearch / 2, usedstate /2, agenda /3, agenda_check /2, search2 /l
,
prunable IA, repeatifagenda / 0, special_less_than /2, usedstate_check / 2,
cleandatabase / 0, measurework / 0).
import (prettyprint / 1 , deleteone / 3, yearbegindate /l , delete /3, member /2,
singlemember /2,generate_first_pick / 0, display.statistics /O,ready_half_month 12,









dynamic(be ststate/3). /* used in vpfinalsearch module also */












/* The result of get_start_state is to build a list (a state) containing all the events that are */





























/* The next rule is optional.
pick_best_state(STATE,SC,SD) :-
countup(agenda(SX,CX,DX),AC),









/* The next rule is optional.
pick_best_state(STATE,SC,SD) :-
countup(agenda(SX,CX,DX),AC),
write("Item count AFTER agenda pruned: "),
write(AC),nl,fail.
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/* The next rule is optional.
pick_best_state(STATE,SC,SD) :-
beststate(S,C,D),
writeC'BESTSTATE: COST = "), write(C),





D 1 = dummy,





not(D = dummy), ! .

































write("Warning: your cost function failed on path list
"),
write(PATHLIST), nl, ! .
add_state(ST\NEWSTATE) :-
not eval(NEWSTATE,ENEW),
writeC'Waming: your evaluation function failed on state "),






















special_less_than(X,dummy) :- ! .










write(NA), write(" incompletely examined state(s) and "),
write(NB), write(" examined state(s)"),nl, ! .
countup(P,N) :-
add_statement(counter(0)),




















CONFLICTS is CONFLICTS2 + 1.
count_conflicts(STATE,0)
.
/* When successor does returns it returns a new state. Find-conflict will find the next */






/* The goal is reached when the number of conflicts is zero or as low as it will be. */
goalreached(STATE,C,D) :-


























































/* Reschedule will not succeed if the event can't be scheduled without confict during */
/* window of +/- 3 months of first-pick-month */
reschedule(event(Sq,msp,M>03ventFirstPickLMN,STATE,event(Sq,Insp,PriorMN)):-
EventFirstPickMN = MN,







PriorMN > SSMN, /* Added to prevent scheduling during ssd. */
not(find_conflict(STATE,event(Sq,Insp,PriorMN))),!.
reschedule(event(Sq,Insp,MN),EventFirstPickMN,STATE,event(Sq,Insp,PostMN)):-
MN > EventFirstPickMN - 2,
MN < EventFirstPickMN + 1,
PostMN is EventFirstPickMN +1,
earmark(Sq,Insp,[Day,Month,Year]),




MN > EventFirstPickMN - 2,
MN < EventFirstPickMN + 1
,
PostMN is EventFirstPickMN +1,





MN > EventFirstPickMN - 2
,
MN < EventFirstPickMN + 2,









MN > EventFirstPickMN - 3
,
MN < EventFirstPickMN + 2,
PostMN is EventFirstPickMN + 2,
earmark(Sq,Insp,[Day,Month,Year]),




MN > EventFirstPickMN - 3
,
MN < EventFirstPickMN + 2,
PostMN is EventFirstPickMN + 2,
not earmark(Sq,Insp,_), /* case of no earmark input */
not(find_conflict(STATE,event(Sq,Insp,PostMN))),!.
reschedule(event(Sq,msp,MN),EventFirstPickMN,STATE,event(Sq,Insp,PriorMN)):-
MN > EventFirstPickMN - 3
,
MN < EventFirstPickMN + 3,










PostMN is EventFirstPickMN + 3,
PostMN =/= MN,
earmark(Sq,Insp, [Day,Month,Year]),






PostMN is EventFirstPickMN + 3,
PostMN =/= MN,
not earmark(Sq,Insp,_). /* case of no earmark input */
not(fmd_conflict(STATE,event(Sq,Insp,PostMN))), !
.















Diff is MN - BestMonth,
cost_function(Diff.Cost 1 ),
compute_cost(STARTSTATE,STATE,Cost2),








/* Prunable determines degree of optimization by purging agenda of selected items. */
prunable(STATE,D,BESTSTATE,Dbest) :-
k_factor(K),







endmod /* vpmonthsearch */ .
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VPFIRSTPICK MODULE
This module computes the first_pick_month for each event to be scheduled.
module vpfirstpick
.
export( generate_first_pick / 0, first_pick_month / 4, month_to_number / 3,
number_to_month / 3 ).
import( cventnames / 1, squadronlist / 1, prerequisite / 4,datetodaynumber/2,
daynumber_to_date 12, earmark /3, member /2, priorevent / 4, yearbegindate/ 1
,




month_to_number / 3, number_to_month / 3 ).


































































































































































































MonthNumber is MN + (Year* 12).
number_to_month(Month,Year,MonthNumber) :-
Year is MonthNumber div 12,































endmod /* module vpfirstpick */ .
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VPFINALSEARCH MODULE
This module does the stage HI search for the optimum final schedule.
module vpfinalsearch.
export (generate_final_schedule /3 ).
import (max / 2, yearbegin / 1, datetodaynumber / 2, singlemember / 2,
number_to_month / 3, daysofmonth / 2,difference_between_dates2 / 3, agenda / 3,
readyevent/4,prettyprint /l, database_conversion A), cleandatabase / 0,
repeatifagenda / O.squadronlist / 1, measurework / 0, agenda_check / 2,
usedstate_check / 2, successor_counter / 0, sortmonthevent / 2,
special_less_than /2,prunable /4, prerequisite /4, trialperiod /3, member /2,





















write("Generating the final schedule "),nl,
list_length(StanList,Ll ),
list_length(MonthList,L2),



















































































































































































D is Enew + Cnew,
add_statement(agenda(NewIKDEX,Cnew,D)), +.
/*"-"issameas"!,fair */














/* For successor2a to pick the events chronologically monevt's must be asserted into */

















trialperiod(ec,Start,Finish),+. /* Cut used because there's only one choice. */
successor2(SQ,ewp,MN,STATE,[event(SQ,ewp,Stan,Finish)ISTATE]) :-


















































































































S 1 <= Finish,
Fl >= Finish.

























/***+****+*************+*** Follow-on EVENT ***************************/
/* First argument occurs BEFORE next argument and second argument on or after */
/* schedule begin date and this is used in squadron and team costs. */






D is S2 - Fl
,
costfnl(D,Cost).
/* Cost for unrelated events has min at delay = 21. */




/* The next rule is used when D > 180 to discount gaps caused by deployments. */
spiece_cost(event(Sql ,E 1 ,S 1 ,F1 ),event(Sq2,E2,S2,F2),0).


























prerequisite(Sq,dv 1 ,S 1 ,F 1 ),
DisS-Sl,
costfn2(D,Cost).




Cost is 100 - 243*D + 189*D**2 - 45*D**3,!.
costfn2(Dl,Cost) :-
Cost is 10 - 6e-l*Dl + Dl**2/100, !.





Cost is 100 - 243*D + 189*D**2 - 45*D**3, !.
costfnl(Dl,Cost) :-
Cost is 10 - 0.85714eO*Dl + Dl*Dl/49, !.
/* Next rules are teamcost function. */
costfn3(Dl,Cost) :-
DK51,
D is D 1/30,
Cost is 100 -247.25eO*D + 197.5eO*D**2 - 49.25eO*D**3, !.
costfn3(Dl,Cost) :-




X is T - N2, /* X is number events left to schedule . */




























This module contains the numerous utility functions used in several other modules. It
was written by Professor Rowe and LCDR Hutson in C-Prolog, and has been converted
to run in M-Prolog.
module vputilities.
export (append / 3, delete / 3, singlemember / 2, deleteitems / 3,first / 2, member / 2,
open / 2, tell / 2, told / 1, deleteone / 3, stars / 0, subset 12, prettyprint / 1, max / 2,
union / 3, xbagof / 3, count 1 / 1, count2 / 1, count3 / 1, counter 1 /l, sortevent / 2,











abs(X,X) :- X >= 0.










min([XIL],X) :- min(L,M), X<M.
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min([XIL],M) :- min(L.M), X>=M.
delete(X,[],[]).










/* Writes 60 stars. */
stars :-
/* Predicates defined from others, */
subset([],L).
subset([XIL],L2) :- singlemember(X,L2), subset(L,L2).
/* Prints out a list with one item per line; useful for lists of lists which can overflow */
/* the terminal line. */
prettyprint(G) :- nl,!.
prettyprint([XIL]) :- write(X), nl, prettyprint(L).
union([],L,L).
union(L,[],L).
union([XILl],L2,L3) :- singlemember(X,L2), !, union(Ll,L2,L3).




/* Counter for the vpgenerator module, count l(0).is asserted in init_dynamics in the */





add_statement(count 1 (K)) , !
.









I* Counter for count_priorevents. count3(0). is asserted in init_dynamics in */












































deleteitems([XIL],L2,L3) :- delete(X,L2,L4), deleteitems(L,L4,L3).
first([XIL],X).
















endmod /* module vputilities */ .
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VPSCHEDWRITER MODULE
This module contains the functions necessary to print the schedule information, in
columnar format, to the screen and the file SCHEDULE.pro .
module vpschedwriter
.
export( eventprinter / 1).




























writeC'Input to eventprinter was in wrong format. "),nl,
write(X),nl,!.




This module generates all the possible trialperiods for each of the events for the
schedule period. It was written by LCDR Hutson in C-Prolog and has been converted to
run in M-prolog.
module vpgenerator.
export (trialperiod / 3, generate_trialperiods / 0).
import (eventnames / 1, member / 2, yearbegin / 1, holiday / 3, daynumber_to_date / 2,









/* Driver for this program. */
generate_trialperiods:-



































generate_weapevals(Eventname ) : -
trialperiod(ewp,_,_),!,
trialperiod(ewn,_,_)»!-















































write(" Trial Periods Generated."),nl,!.
/* Based on duration of the inspection outputs the next date, discarding holidays */





















Delay2is Delay + 1,




/* Computes a non-holiday monday to start an inspection.
























I* Permits exclusion of weekends with holidays since impratical to schedule a two */












/* Calculates start of event regardless of weekends or holidays. */
calc_stan(BasedayNumber,Delay,S tart) : -
Stan is BasedayNumber + Delay,
yearend(End),
Stan <End + 31.
calc_start(BasedayNumber,Delay,Stan):-
Delay2 is Delay + 1,
P is BasedayNumber + Delay2,
yearend(End),
P < End + 31, /* Provides ready in case overlap with nextyear */
calc_stan(BasedayNumber,Delay2,Stan).
/* Calculates finish of event. */
calc_finish(Stan,Durarion,Finish):-
Days is Duration - 1,
date_calc(Start,Days,Finish).
endmod /* module vpgenerator */.
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VPCALENDAR MODULE
This module contains all the various calendar functions to convert from one form of
representing a date to another. It was written by LCDR Hutson in C-prolog and has been
converted to run in M-Prolog. A new rule was added to daynumbertodate to handle leap
year correctly.
module vpcalendar.
import (abs / 2).
export (day_of_week /2, holiday / 3, difference_between_dates2 / 3, datetodaynumber / 2,
daysofmonth /2, date_calc / 3, daynumber_to_date / 2 ).
global (status,trialperiod,prerequisite,
jan,feb,mar,apr,mayjun,jul,aug,sep,oct,nov,dec,






/* Determines day of week */
day_of_week(DayNumber ,Day ):
-
X is DayNumber mod 7,
daymod(Day,X).
/* Computes the number of days difference between two dates. */
difference_between_dates(Date 1 JDate2,Difference) :
-
datetodaynumber(Date 1 ,Daynumberl ),
datetodaynumber(Date2,Daynumber2),
X is Daynumberl - Daynumber2,
abs(X,Difference).
difference_between_dates2(DayNumber 1 ,DayNumber2,Difference) :-
X is DayNumber 1 - DayNumber2,
abs(X,Difference).
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/* Uses 1600 as base date for ease of Gregorian correction.
datetodaynumber([Monthday ,Month,Year].Daynumber) : -
DiffisYear- 1600,
N is (Diff*365)+(Diff div 4)+(Diff div 400)-(Diff div 100) + 1,
days_so_far([Monthday,Month,Year],Days),
Daynumber is N + Days.
days_so_far([Monthday,Month,Year],Days):-
leapyear(Year),
(Month = jan ; Month = feb),
daysuntilmonth(Month,Days 1 ), !
,
Days is Daysl + Monthday - 1 .
days_so_far([Monthday,Month,Year],Days):-
leapyear(Year),
not((Month = jan ; Month = feb)),
daysuntilmonth(Month,Days 1 ), !
Days is Daysl + Monthday .
days_so_far([Monthday,Month,Year],Days):
-
daysuntilmonth(Month,Days 1 ), !
Days is Daysl + Monthday.
leapyear(Year):-
X is Year mod 400,
X = 0,!.
leapyear(Year):-
X is Year mod 100,
not(X = 0),
Y is Year mod 4, Y = 0,!.
/* Computes date after adding a positive or negative number of days
date_calc(DayNumberIn,Days,DayNumberOut):-
DayNumberOut is Days + DayNumberln,!.
date_calc2(DateIn,Days,DateOut):-
datetodaynumber(DateIn,Daynumber),
Daycount is Days + Daynumber,
daynumber_to_date(Daycount,DateOut),!.
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/* receives daynumber representing the nth day since 01 Jan 1600 and returns a date. */
daynumber_to_date(DayCount,[Monthday,W,Year]):-
Year is 1600 + (DayCount div 365),
Diff is Year -1600,
N is (Diff*365)+(Diff div 4)+(Diff div 400)-(Diff div 100) + 1,
not(N >= DayCount),
not(leapyear(Year)),





Monthday is Days - Z,!.
daynumber_to_date(DayCount,[Monthday,W,Year]):-
Year is 1600 + (DayCount div 365),
Diff is Year- 1600,
N is (Diff*365)+(Diff div 4)+(Diff div 400)-(Diff div 100) + 1,
not(N > DayCount),
leapyear(Year),






Monthday is Days - Z - 1,!.
/* Handles the leap year jan and feb conversions, */
daynumber_to_date(DayCount,[Monthday,W,Year]):-
Year is 1600 + (DayCount div 365),
Diff is Year- 1600,
N is (Diff*365)+(Diff div 4)+(Diff div 400)-(Diff div 100) + 1,
not(N > DayCount),
leapyear(Year),





Monthday is Days - Z ,!.
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daynumber_to_date(DayCount,[Monthday,W,Year]):-
Yearl is 1600 + (DayCount div 365),
DiffisYearl-1600,
N is (Diff*365)+(Diff div 4)+(Diff div 400)-(Diff div 100) + 1,
N >= DayCount,
Year is Yearl - 1,
Diff2 is Year -1600,
N2 is (Diff2*365)+(Diff2 div 4)+(Diff2 div 400)-(Diff2 div 100)+
notfleapyear(Year)),





Monthday is Days - Z,!.
daynumber_to_date(DayCount,[Monthday,W,Year]):-
Yearl is 1600 + (DayCount div 365),
Diff is Yearl -1600,
N is (Diff*365)+(Diff div 4)+(Diff div 400)-(Diff div 100) + 1,
N >= DayCount,
Year is Yearl - 1,
Diff2 is Year - 1600,
N2 is (Diff2*365)+(Diff2 div 4)+(Diff2 div 400)-(Diff2 div 100)+
leapyear(Year),





Monthday is Days - Z - 1,!.
holiday(Daynumber,Day,Hobday_name):-
daynumber_to_date(Daynumber,Date),







holiday_day ( [Date_day,Month,Year],Day,memorial_day ) : -
Month = may,
Day = monday,




Date dav > 21 .
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Date_day < 8, Monday_position is 1.
which_monday(Date_day,Monday_position):-
Date_day > 7, Date_day < 15, Monday_position is 2.
which_monday(Date_day,Monday_position):-
Date_day > 14,Date_day < 22, Monday_position is 3.
which_monday(Date_day,Monday_position):-
Date_day > 2 1 ,Date_day < 29, Monday_position is 4.
which_monday(Date_day,Monday_position):-
Date_day > 28,Date_day <= 31, Monday.position is 5.































































daysuntilmonth(jan,365) /* added if premonth is dec */















endmod /* module vpcalendar */.
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APPENDIX B - SAMPLE INPUT DATA FILE
The following is an example of what a complete Database.pro file contains after the
vpinterface module is completed. The information in this same database file could be
modified to make subsequent runs. If it was not modified, the program would run without
computing any of the information during stage I, because this is a complete database.
DATABASE.pro File







prioreventdate(vp9,ewn,[l l,apr,l 985],[28,mar, 1985])
prioreventdate(vp40,ewn,[ll,apr,1985],[28,nov,1984])
prioreventdate(vp46,ewn,[ll,apr,1985],[28,oct,1984])













































prerequisitedate(vp50,ds0,[ 1 1 ,jan, 1 986] , [ 1 0,feb, 1986])

























trialperiod(tr 1 , 1 40893, 1 40923)
trialperiod(trl , 140924, 140953)
trialperiod(trl , 140954, 140984)
trialperiod(trl, 140985,141015)
trialperiod(trl, 14 1016, 141043)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 200, 14 120
1
trialperiod(ewn,141201, 141202
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1202, 14 1 203
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1203 , 14 1 204
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 207 , 14 1208




















trialperiod(ewn, 141243, 14 1244
trialperiod(ewn, 1 4 1 244, 1 4 1 245




trialperiod(ewn, 141252, 14 1253






trialperiod(ewn, 1 4 1 265, 1 4 1 266
trialperiod(ewn, 1 4 1 266, 1 4 1 267
trialperiod(ewn,141271,141272
trialperiod(ewn, 1 4 1 272, 1 4 1 27 3
trialperiod(ewn, 141 273, 141274
trialperiod(ewn, 141 277, 141278
trialperiod(ewn,141278,141279








trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 292, 14 1 293)
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 293 , 14 1 294)
trialperiod(ewn,141294,141295)




trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 306, 14 1 307)
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 307, 14 1 308)




trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 320, 14 1 32 1
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 32 1 , 14 1 322)
trialperiod(ewn,141322,141323)
trialperiod(ewn, 14 1 326, 14 1 327
trialperiod(ewn,141327,141328)
trialperiod(ewn,141328,141329)







trialperiod(en, 1409 1 3, 1 40924)
trialperiod(en, 140920, 1 4093 1
)
trialperiod(en, 140955, 1 40966)




trialperiod(en, 1 4 1 039, 1 4 1 050)
trialperiod(en,141046,141057)
trialperiod(en,141053, 141064)







trialperiod(en, 141 109,141 120)






trialperiod(en, 141 186,141 197)
trialperiod(en,141 193,141204)
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APPENDIX C - EXAMPLE FINAL SCHEDULE FILE
The following is an example of the 1986 schedule produced using this program and
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